Absorption and fluorescence from single molecules can be tuned by applying an external electric field -a phenomenon known as the Stark effect. A linear Stark effect is associated to a lack of centrosymmetry of the guest in the host matrix. Centrosymmetric guests can display a linear Stark effect in disordered matrices, but the response of individual guest molecules is often relatively weak and non-uniform, with a broad distribution of the Stark coefficients. Here we introduce a novel single-molecule host-guest system, dibenzoterrylene (DBT) in 2,3-dibromonaphthalene (DBN) crystal. Fluorescent DBT molecules show excellent spectral stability with a large linear Stark effect, of the order of 1.5 GHz/kVcm À1 , corresponding to an electric dipole moment change of around 2 D. Remarkably, when the electric field is aligned with the a crystal axis, nearly all DBT molecules show either positive or negative Stark shifts with similar absolute values. These results are consistent with quantum chemistry calculations. Those indicate that DBT substitutes three DBN molecules along the a-axis, giving rise to eight equivalent embedding sites, related by the three glide planes of the orthorhombic crystal. The static dipole moment of DBT molecules is created by host-induced breaking of the inversion symmetry. This new host-guest system is promising for applications that require a high sensitivity of fluorescent emitters to electric fields, for example to probe weak electric fields.
Introduction
Fluorescent polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are recently receiving increasing attention as bright and photostable single-photon emitters that can be integrated into on-chip quantum electronic devices. [1] [2] [3] [4] Single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy of PAHs at cryogenic temperatures has been used as a highly sensitive technique to optically probe the interactions of individual emitters with their local environments. [5] [6] [7] The spectral position of the narrow optical transitions (typical linewidth 30-50 MHz) is very sensitive to external perturbations, for example from electric fields. The shift in the spectral transition frequency between the ground and the excited state of a molecule in an electric field is commonly known as the Stark effect. Typically, the frequency shift has both linear and quadratic Stark contributions which depend on the change in electric dipole moment and in polarizability tensor, respectively, between the excited and ground states. [8, 9] Several host-guest systems with different contributions of the linear and quadratic Stark effects have been reported in the literature. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] These studies mostly concentrated on centrosymmetric fluorescent emitters that should exhibit a quadratic Stark effect only. However, the central symmetry of the guest molecules is often broken in disordered host matrices, such as polymers, making it possible to observe the linear Stark effect. [9] For terrylene in p-terphenyl, flipping of a host phenyl ring close to the guest leads to switching from a centrosymmetric to a non-centrosymmetric insertion, with distinct quadratic and linear dependences. [11, 16] Nevertheless, a broad distribution of the linear Stark coefficients (often centered around zero) and low linear Stark coefficients for the majority of emitters still remain serious experimental limitations. For applications where the transition frequency should be tuned by an applied electric field, it is highly desirable to have a large fraction of single emitters responding uniformly (i. e. with similar Stark shifts) to the applied electric field. Furthermore, as the quadratic Stark effect is very weak in nature, the large linear Stark effect is advantageous. Such probes would enable faster and more reproducible tuning of single-photon emission, as well as a higher sensitivity of single molecules to small perturbations by local electric fields, including the optical detection of single electrons. [17] [18] [19] Many of the probe molecules in single-molecule spectroscopy, such as dibenzoterrylene (DBT), [20] are centrosymmetric, which means that they do not intrinsically possess a permanent electric dipole moment. DBT has been recently a popular choice for fluorescent studies due to its excellent photophysical properties, including high brightness, photostability, singleemitter coupling to waveguides and to on-chip cavities, [21] [22] [23] and single-photon emission. [24] A tunable single-molecule emission of DBT in the electric field can further facilitate quantum manipulation and integration of this molecule into molecular electronic quantum devices. Because they are easily synthesized, chemically identical and reproducible, single-molecule-based quantum emitters offer an appealing alternative to more frequently used singlephoton sources, such as color centers in diamond, quantum dots, and other solid-state systems. [25] [26] [27] However, the wellstudied and the most used molecular-based system, DBT in anthracene, mainly exhibits quadratic Stark effect with very small linear coefficients (due to crystal defects) that are distributed around zero. [28] One strategy to induce a permanent electric dipole of the guest molecule is by the chemical synthesis of an asymmetric dye molecule. [29] Another strategy is to insert the symmetric guest molecule into a crystal built from asymmetric host molecules. This latter strategy is not risk-free, as the insertion of the guest into the host molecular crystal should not induce further defects nor any significant spectral diffusion. [30] The resulting doped crystals ideally should preserve the desirable spectral properties of the low-temperature fluorescent probe, such as narrow optical transitions, high spectral stability and low spectral diffusion. Recent experimental and quantum chemistry studies on terrylene in disubstituted naphthalenes, such as 2,3-dichloronaphthalene and 2,3-dibromonaphthalene (DBN for short), have shown that these dihalogenated compounds can be suitable hosts for fluorescent PAH molecules. [31, 32] Here we show that the electronegativity of halogen atoms, combined with the herring-bone crystalline structure of the host, is able to induce large electric dipoles on a centrosymmetric molecule such as dibenzoterrylene. We introduce a novel host-guest system based on DBT in DBN and report for the first time on a large linear Stark shift homogeneously affecting all fluorescent molecules by matrixinduced symmetry breaking.
Experimental Section
Crystal Growth DBN used in this work was purchased from Ark Pharm Inc. Highquality single crystals of zone-refined DBN doped with DBT molecules were obtained by co-sublimation at~0.2 bar of argon gas. To prevent perturbations from the convection flow in the sublimation chamber, the sublimator was kept horizontal during growth. The sublimation-grown crystals develop along the (a,b) plane as thin mm-sized plates or flakes, with a typical thickness of few microns along the c-axis.
Optical Microscopy
A well-defined single crystal free of visible defects was carefully transferred to a silica substrate on which interdigitated gold electrodes had been deposited by lithography (see Figure 1b) . The electrodes were 200 nm thick and were separated by a distance of 10 mm. The external electric field was varied through the voltage applied to the electrodes. The crystals were placed on the chip at the desired angle between the electric field and the crystallographic a-axis, determined by separately measuring the orientation of the transition dipole moment of DBT impurities. To this aim, the crystal was placed on a rotating stage and excited at normal incidence by a 756 nm laser beam with linear polarization in the (a,b)-plane of the crystal. Fluorescence images were recorded with a sensitive CMOS camera (Hamamatsu, Orca Flash 4.0) while rotating the stage.
All single-molecule measurements were done at 1.2 K in a homebuilt liquid-helium bath cryostat. Single DBT molecules were excited by a tunable continuous wave Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent, 899-21) with a 2 MHz bandwidth. The sample was scanned in a confocal arrangement using a scanning mirror (Newport, FSM-300-01). The fluorescence light was collected by a cryogenic objective (Microthek, NA = 0.8) and detected by a single-photon counting module (Excelitas Single Photon Counting Module, SPCM-AQRH-16) with a set of filters (Chroma HQ760LP and Semrock FF02-809/81) in the detection path.
Bulk fluorescence excitation and emission spectra were obtained at 5 K using a Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent, Mira-HP). For the detection path, a scanning monochromator (McPherson, 207) and a photomultiplier (EMI, 9659) operating in photon-counting mode were used. The fluorescence excitation spectrum was obtained by scanning the laser while the monochromator was set to 773.6 nm (a band pass filter Chroma D780/20 was used in the detection path). For the fluorescence emission spectrum the laser was in resonance with the vibronic component located at 740.3 nm (with Semrock FF01-785/62 filter in the detection path).
Quantum Chemistry Calculations
All calculations in this work were done with the Gaussian 09 package. [33] Like in our previous works [32, 34] optimization of the geometry of DBT placed inside the rigid crystalline lattice was done with the aid of the ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31G(d,p):UFF) procedure, where B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) is used for the DBT molecule (as so-called high layer in the division of the calculated system) and UFF method for 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57 the DBN lattice (low layer). In our calculations we consider a crystal composed by 3 2 2 unit cells (i. e. 96 molecules of DBN) with geometry based on the orthorhombic P bca unit cell of DBN crystal, as described in previously published crystallographic data. [32, 35] A DBT molecule replaces three molecules of DBN aligned along the crystal a-axis. Calculations were strongly limited by the requirements of the computational memory and time, especially for the electronically excited states. Therefore, the simplest TD B3LYP/STO-3G method was used for calculations of the dipole moments of both, the whole system and the individual components.
Results

Photophysical Properties of the System
The molecular structures of DBT and DBN are shown in Figure 1a . A platelet-like crystal of DBT/DBN was optically contacted to a custom-made glass chip with electrodes ( Figure 1b ). First we studied the bulk photophysical properties of the DBT/DBN system. Figure 2a displays the bulk fluorescence excitation (blue curve) and emission (red curve) spectra of DBT/DBN. A single, inhomogeneously broadened line at about 756.6 nm is found at the same wavelength in the excitation and fluorescence spectra. Thus, it indicates a purely electronic zero-phonon line (ZPL) of this system, and it was the only one we could find. The inhomogeneous linewidth of the ZPL is~5 cm À1 . The absence of other resonant absorption and fluorescence peaks points towards a single spectroscopic site in this host-guest system.
For the cryogenic single-molecule experiments, the laser was tuned at 756.4 nm to excite individual DBT molecules from the ground vibronic level of the ground state (jg; n ¼ 0i) to the ground vibronic level of the excited electronic state (je; n ¼ 0i). In the following, we will use the static dipole moment vectors m g and m e in the ground and excited state, respectively, as well as their difference Dm = m e Àm g . The transition matrix element between these two states is another vector, noted m eg . The studied system also provided a conveniently large number of single emitters within a 3 GHz single frequency scan. Figure 3a shows the excitation spectra of more than 20 DBT molecules recorded over 250 s of repetitive frequency scans. Each horizontal line indicates an individual DBT molecule within the focal spot of the laser beam, showing excellent spectral stability in time. No significant frequency jumps or spectral diffusion have been observed, even during longer measurements. Similarly, we did not observe significant broadening of the homogeneous linewidth, as shown for a single molecule in Figure 3b . The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) was extrapolated from the measured saturation curves of 30 molecules (Figure 3c ). The average FWHM of 37 AE 4 MHz agrees well with the observed fluorescence lifetime of DBT in DBN, 4.84 ns (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The number of detected counts at saturation was around 80,000 cps for most molecules, a typical detection rate for well-oriented DBT molecules. [20] These measurements already indicate very favorable photophysical properties of the DBT/DBN system for singlemolecule spectroscopy. We point out here that the size of the host halogen atoms most likely also plays a role in stabilizing the system. We performed similar experiments with 2,3-dichloronaphthalene as host, but DBT molecules in this system turned out to be significantly less photostable. The introduction of halogen atoms to the aromatic host could be a common strategy to induce a linear Stark shift. Tü rschmann et al. have reported linear Stark effect on DBT in para-dichlorobenzene, although the authors noted that different individual DBT molecules in this system respond differently to the electric field. [36] 
Stark Effect Experiments
The Stark shift of single-molecule ZPLs was measured by applying a variable voltage on the electrodes. In all Stark measurements the applied electric field varied from À1 kV/cm to 1 kV/cm while the laser was scanned for each voltage applied. The uniformity of the electric field was ensured by measuring molecules at the distance of 5 AE 1 mm from the edges of the electrodes and within the same focal plane as the electrodes (Figure 1b) . Figure 4a presents the Stark shift of more than 20 DBT molecules when the a-axis of the crystal was aligned along the applied electric field. The large linear Stark shifts in the order of 1.5 GHz/kVcm À1 proved that the strategy of inducing static dipole moments in the guest molecules by the use of asymmetric host molecules is effective. Remarkably, all molecules within the scanned confocal volume exhibited similar absolute values of the Stark coefficients, as shown in Figure 4b . We 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57 find two distinct sub-populations of molecules, but with identical absolute values of their Stark shift (AE 1.4 GHz/kVcm À1 ). The opposite slopes of the two sub-populations indicate that the electric dipole difference vector, Dm, can have either a positive or a negative projection onto the applied electric field, directed along the a-axis. Previously, large linear Stark shifts of similar magnitudes were observed on single molecules of terrylene in amorphous polyethylene (up to 2 GHz/kVcm À1 ). [9] In crystalline hydrocarbon matrices, such as naphthalene, p-terphenyl and n-hexadecane, the Stark shifts of terrylene and dibenzathranthrene are comparatively weak, with the highest recorded linear coefficients in the order of 200 MHz/kVcm À1 . [10, 11, 13] In stark contrast to these previous studies, almost all molecules in our system exhibit equally large linear Stark shifts, without any non-responsive molecules. Such a large and homogenous response of all emitters to an external electric field has never been reported previously.
Further inspection of the crystal orientation in the electric field shows that the magnitudes of the Stark shift depend on the exact alignment of the crystal in the electric field. As expected, the minimum in the Stark response is reached when the crystallographic a-axis is nearly perpendicular to the electric field (Figure 4c) . For an arbitrary orientation of the crystal with respect to the electrodes, we found four distinct sub-populations of molecules with different Stark shifts, and two-by-two opposite values. For example, for an angle f~858 between the electric field and the aaxis, we find Stark shifts centered around AE 0.4 and AE 0.7 GHz/ kVcm À1 , as shown in Figure 4d . This result suggests at least 4 distinct dipole orientations in the electric field, related to each other by the symmetry on the crystal. Interestingly, the maximum value of the Stark coefficient (1.56 GHz/kVcm À1 ) is reached for a crystal with an angle f of 208 between the a-axis and the electric field ( Figure S3 ). The measured Stark coefficient maximum translates into the electric dipole moment change of 2.1 D, if a localfield correction factor of 1.5 is applied.
We can now consider our results as a special case of four dipoles in an electric field E situated in the (a,b) plane, which is our experimental arrangement. The linear Stark shift is proportional to a scalar product of Dm and E, i. e., hDn = ÀDm·E. Here we consider the effective electric field which includes the local-field correction. As discussed later, the symmetries of the host crystal give rise to four possible projections of the dipole moment onto the field, which can be expressed using the angle f between the electric field and the crystal's a-axis, as well as the angle q between the aaxis and the Dm a particular molecule taken as a reference (see Figure 5 ). Note that q is an intrinsic property of the crystal, whereas we can give f arbitrary values by orienting the crystal with respect to the electrodes. By using the two angles q and f, the Stark shift will be different for each of the four differently oriented guest dipoles. The Stark shift of the reference molecule will then be h n ¼ ÀDm max Á E cos f þ q ð Þ or expressed as the frequency change, Dn ¼ Dn max cos f þ q ð Þ. For the three other molecules deduced by mirror symmetries on glide planes (a,c) and (b,c), the shifts are: Figure S4 . The results also show that the four values of the Stark shift should merge into two values when the crystal is perfectly aligned with the electric field (f = 08), which is the case for the measurement shown in Figure 4a . The maximum of the Stark shift will be, however, recorded for the alignment angle f ¼ Àq, when E coincides with one of the four projections of Dm vectors. These experimental findings will be generalized for an arbitrary electric field in the Discussion section. 
Quantum Chemistry Calculations
To understand the origin of the large Stark shift of DBT, we have performed quantum chemistry calculations looking for the structure of a DBT molecule and its dipole moments, which may be affected by interaction with the surrounding DBN host molecules. In the calculations, a guest DBT molecule was embedded in a P bca orthorhombic unit cell of DBN ( Figure S5 ) by replacing 3 host molecules along the crystal a-axis and was surrounded by 96 DBN molecules (12 elementary cells). The result of ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31G (d,p):UFF) optimization is shown in Figure 6a (for coordinates of the optimized DBT see Tab. S1). It is visible that the embedded DBT molecule loses the C 2h symmetry characterizing the isolated DBT. [37] Figure 6b illustrates the resulting large distortion of the terrylene core and the tetracene unit of DBT.
Structural changes of the DBT molecule are accompanied by changes of the static dipole moments in the ground and excited states. A free-space DBT molecule does not possess any permanent dipole moment. The total dipole moment of each unit cell of the DBN crystal (containing 8 DBN molecules) is also zero, although each of the DBN molecules has a non-zero dipole moment (1.48 D) .
Creating an empty cavity in the DBN crystal by removing three DBN molecules along the axis a results in the appearance of a dipole moment of 1.8 D, directed mainly along the a crystal axis (see Tab. S3). The asymmetric distribution of the electron density at the DBT molecule (with the DBN crystal optimized structure) has relatively large components of the electric dipole moment along the two crystal axes (a and c), as shown in Tab. S2. The total dipole moment of the whole system, i. e. DBT in DBN crystal, after optimization of DBT structure is 2.46 D (Tab. S3). The difference between dipole moment vectors of the crystal with the empty cavity and with the cavity filled with DBT is 1.53 D. This value is greater than the dipole moment calculated for the isolated DBT molecule in its crystal-deformed geometry, 0.69 D (Tab. S2). Thus, the interaction of DBT (in the electronic ground state) with the surrounding DBN molecules leads to a significant increase of the dipole moment of the whole system.
The isolated DBT molecule in the distorted geometry optimized in the DBN crystal also possesses a nonzero permanent dipole moment in the excited singlet S 1 state, equal 0.38 D according to our calculations (Tab. S2). The calculated difference between dipole moments in excited S 1 and ground S 0 electronic states is j Dm j = 0.47 D. The transition moment m eg reaches 7.8 D and is oriented almost perfectly along the molecule's long axis (Tab. S2), as found experimentally. An interesting observation is that the vector difference Dm responsible for the large Stark effect, is directed mainly along the transition dipole moment m eg (and thus along the a-axis of the host crystal).
Unfortunately, the size of the system required to calculate the dipole moment in the electronic excited S 1 state has to be much smaller than for the ground S 0 state. Therefore, the S 1 calculations were performed for a limited number of 28 surrounding host molecules, with the DBT geometry optimized in the ground state. Summarizing these results in Table 1 we may conclude that the dipole moment in the excited S 1 state increased by about 1 D, which is larger than the value calculated for the isolated DBT in the optimized geometry. Similar results were obtained with smaller simulation cells (Supporting Information Table S4 ). The projection of Dm onto the crystal a-axis is found to be 0.76 D, with an angle of 108 between the a-axis and Dm see Table 1 ). This value matches reasonably well with q = 208 derived from the experiment. Table S4 
Discussion
Before discussing possible DBT insertions in the DBN crystal, let us briefly recall the structure of this crystal. DBN crystallizes in the orthorhombic P bca system, which is characterized by three glide planes, with glide mirrors (a,b), (b,c), (c,a), and a center of symmetry at the center of the unit cell. The unit cell contains 8 molecules arranged in a herring-bone pattern. These molecules are all related by mirror symmetries in the glide planes, as illustrated in Figure S5 . The 8 molecules in the unit cell thus cover all the 8 possible images of any particular molecule in the 3 glide planes (i. e., after suitable translations, see Figure S5 ), in the 3 screw axis rotations, which are products of two glide mirror symmetries, and in the inversion. Embedding a DBT molecule in this crystal requires removing 3 host molecules. Quantum chemistry calculations indicate that the most favorable way to do this is to replace 3 DBN molecules along the crystallographic a-axis (Figure 6a ). Indeed, this is in accordance with the experimental finding that the DBT transition dipole moment, directed along the long DBT axis, is roughly aligned along the a-axis of the crystal. Taking the crystal structure into account, we find that the substitution can be realized in 8 different manners, taking each molecule in the DBN unit cell as the starting point for the substitution of 3 DBN molecules along the a-axis. Moreover, these 8 distinct insertion sites are all related by the same mirror symmetries in the glide planes as the original host molecules. Therefore, they are completely equivalent from a spectroscopic point of view, which nicely explains why only one single spectroscopic site is observed ( Figure 2 ). Let us now consider any vector V (components V a , V b , V c in the crystal's orthonormalized reference frame) related to a molecule (1) in the DBN unit cell (see Figure S5 ). The associated vectors for each of the seven other molecules will be deduced from V through mirror symmetries and their products, leading to 8 vectors with components AE V a , AE V b , AE V c . In particular, the Stark effect is determined by the dipole moment change Dm of molecule (1) . The symmetry of the crystal thus gives rises to 8 possible dipole moment changes, Dm i ( AE Dm a , AE Dm b , AE Dm c ). To each possible DBT insertion site we can thus associate one of these 8 Dm i vectors. Note, however, that these 8 vectors all have equal magnitudes of j Dm j . Upon application of an external electric field E with components (E a , E b , E c ), we obtain 8 possible linear Stark effects with the shifts:
ð Þ , i. e., 8 sub-populations of molecules with different Stark shifts. In the special case of a field situated in one of the planes, e. g. (a, b), E c ¼ 0 and we find only four sub-populations, hDn ¼ À AEDm a E a AE Dm b E b ð Þ . Similarly, for a field oriented along one of the crystal axes, e. g. the a-axis, we find only two sub-populations with shifts hDn ¼ ÇDm a E a . The cases of two and four distinct subpopulations are observed experimentally (see Figure 4) . Finally, we note that, according to calculations, Dm can have a significant component along the c axis, but the effective electric field component E c should be negligible in our experiment. A small angle between the crystal and the chip surface (1-58), or a small displacement of the molecule with respect to the electrode plane, can account for the deviations in the order of 50-100 MHz/kVcm À1 . Because of the inhomogeneous broadening, these values are too small to be unambiguously determined experimentally.
Conclusions
We presented a new host-guest system for single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy based on DBT in 2,3-dibromonaphthalene (DBN). The system is the first successful demonstration of a strategy to use an asymmetric and polar host matrix to induce large static dipole moments in otherwise centrosymmetric guest molecules. This strategy leads to a large linear Stark effect in the order of 1.5 GHz/kVcm À1 for DBT in DBN. DBT molecules in the system behave remarkably well -they all respond similarly to the applied electric field, showing at the same time excellent spectral stability and narrow singlemolecule resonances of about 40 MHz width. Our results were further complemented by quantum chemistry calculations, which indicated host-induced symmetry breaking in DBT molecules. By considering the symmetry of the host crystal, we have explained why embedding of DBT in DBN crystal, while exhibiting a single spectroscopic site, can lead to up to 8 different Stark coefficients in an applied electric field with arbitrary orientation. This system is an excellent candidate for single-molecule spectroscopy of DBT -an increasingly popular single-photon emitter. In addition, the large and homogeneous linear Stark response of the probe could be used for sensing local electric fields and for a precise tuning of the singlemolecule emission wavelength over a large spectral range . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57 
